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Biologically Inspired Vision Sensor for the Detection of Higher-Level Image Features
J. Van der Spiegel and M. Nishimura

Abstract - The paper briefly reviews certain aspects of the biological visual system and presents a smart vision sensor for the detection of higher-level features. The visual system processes information in a hierarchical manner starting from the retina up to the visual cortex. It decomposes the image in simple features (edges, orientation, line stops, corners, etc) using spatial and temporal information. At the higher level it integrates these primitive features, resulting in the recognition of complex objects. The sensor described in the paper is loosely modeled after the visual system and incorporates pixel level, programmable elements which extract orientation, end stops, corners and junctions from a line drawing. The architecture resembles a CNN-UM that can be programmed with a 36-bit word. The 16x16 pixels array detects these higher-level features in about 54 μs.

I. INTRODUCTION

Image sensors have benefited greatly from advances in CMOS technology, allowing increased performance and functionality at an ever-decreasing cost, faithfully following Moore's law. This has expanded considerably the application areas from traditional imaging to task-specific applications such as automotive, robotics, tracking, inspection, surveillance and security applications. These systems require real-time, low-cost and low-power solutions that can operate under a wide-range of illumination conditions. In many cases the goal is not to reproduce an image from the scene but rather extract information for further processing such as segmentation, classification and recognition. The traditional approach of capturing a high-quality image and subsequent processing by a PC or DSP is not always the optimal solution for these applications where real-time operation, size and power are main driving forces. Fig. 1(a) shows a conventional system in which the sensor and processor are physically separated through a high-bandwidth link. The advantage of this popular approach is the availability of high-resolution imagers and high performance processors (PCs or DSPs).

However, image-processing algorithms are computationally intensive and require powerful processors. As a result, this solution may not be appropriate for applications where size and power are the key constraints. For such applications a more compact solution is desirable. The confluence of the emergence of Systems on a Chip (SoC) and an improved understanding of the biological visual system opens the possibilities for smart and efficient task-specific vision sensors. The approach is shown in Fig. 1 (b) where the imager performs both image capture and feature extraction functions. The on-chip processing consists usually of image pre-processing (compression, adaptation, contrast detection) and feature extraction (motion, position, orientation, etc.). These computations involve short-range interactions between neighboring pixel elements and are thus well suited for focal plane implementation. The end result is a smaller dataset with denser information content than the raw image. The added advantages are the relaxed bandwidth between the sensor and the CPU, and the need for a simpler processor (DSP or FPGA). Small and low-power realizations, such as a system in a package (SiP), now become a viable option.
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Fig. 1. Imaging system using (a) a conventional sensor, (b) a feature detection sensor as a front-end.
II. BIOLOGICAL VISION SYSTEM

The biological sensory system is amazingly efficient in image processing and pattern recognition in terms of speed, robustness and accuracy. It is highly structured and processes information in a hierarchical and parallel manner. The visual information processing starts at the retina where the light intensity is converted into electrical signals through cones and rods. In the outer plexiform layers of the retina the photoreceptors are connected to the horizontal and bipolar cells. The horizontal cells are mutually inhibited in a lateral direction producing a spatially smoothed version of the incoming signal. The bipolar cells receive excitatory input from the receptors and inhibitory inputs from the horizontal cells, resulting in an output that corresponds to the edges in the image. The edge detection is the result of the ON- and OFF-center receptive fields of the bipolar cells. A receptive field of a cell (neuron) is defined as the area of the retina that affects the cell’s output. The receptive field is a key architectural strategy used at different levels of the processing chain. By changing the weights (value and sign) of the connections between the cells in the receptive field and the output neuron, various operations can be easily implemented. Edge detection in the retina is an efficient way to eliminate redundant information and highlight features of interest. Further modification is carried out in the inner plexiform layer where the ganglion cells integrate the contributions of the receptor, the horizontal and bipolar cells using the ON- and OFF-cells similarly as the bipolar cells. The output of the ganglion cells is a pulse train whose frequency is proportional of the signal strength. It is interesting to notice that the number of optic nerve fibers is 1 million whereas the number of photoreceptors is 100 million. This significant reduction is indicative of the pre-processing performed in the retina.

The ganglion cells transmit their signals through the lateral geniculate nucleus to the visual cortex. Area V1 of the cortex has three types of cells: simple, complex and hypercomplex cells. A simple cell responds to a bar of light with a specific orientation and position on the retina. Fig. 2 illustrates the cell’s response when the direction of the bar is moved away from the preferred orientation. The orientation selectivity of the simple cell is obtained by combining the output of the ganglion cells aligned in a certain orientation. The complex cell also responds to a stimulus aligned in a certain direction but is position independent in contrast to the simple cell. The third type of cell is the hypercomplex cell and responds to more complex features of an image such as line stops and corners. The orientation detectors are arranged in columns in area V1, schematically shown in Fig. 2b. Each column is about 30-100 μm wide and 2 mm deep with a preferential orientation difference of 10° between neighboring columns. A set of columns that cover all orientations for each receptive field is called a hypercolumn [1]. Signals coming from the left and right eye are processed in closely spaced columns, called ocular dominance columns [2].

Fig. 2. Orientation selectivity of the cell response. (a) Response of the simple cell to stimuli of different orientations. (b) Hypercolumn structure.

Local information extracted from the retina is sent to neurons in the visual cortex that collect information from larger spatial regions, allowing the extraction of more complex and global features. Fig. 3 shows the shape of stimuli along the visual pathway from the retina (center-surround ON-center cell) through region V1 (simple, complex and hypercomplex cells) to the anterior part of the inferotemporal (AIT) cortex. The latter one is believed to be responsible for object recognition. The complexity of the stimulus necessary for cell excitation as well as the size of the receptive field increases along this pathway. At the AIT for instance, cells that respond to T-type junctions, or star-shaped stimuli were reported [3]. At the final recognition layer complex objects are recognized through integration of the multiple representations of the image at each level of the hierarchy. In addition to the spatial aspects of the image, temporal features are equally important and are used for motion and tracking purposes.

Fig. 3. Shape of the stimulus that excites the cells at several stages along the visual pathway.

In summary, a key computational strategy of the biological sensory system is the use of receptive fields to
extract features and integrate these features in an hierarchical fashion to derive more complex ones [2]. These correspond to multiple representations along the different levels of the visual pathways, which are stored in local memory to aid with the computations of various features and improve visual performance [4]. This distributed architecture has the advantages of: (a) data reduction, (b) fast processing due to massive parallelism, and (c) robustness to image deformations and illumination variability.

III. NEUROMORPHIC VISION SENSORS

The exceptional performance of the visual sensory information processing system in terms of sensitivity, robustness, signal-to-noise ratio, and recognition capabilities has provided strong incentives to build vision sensors modeled after the biological ones [5],[6],[7],[8] (and references therein). The focus of these papers has been either on improving the sensor performance or increasing the functionality. This has been obtained through inclusion of logarithmic response and adaptation techniques for increased dynamic range, the incorporation of processing elements for the detection of contrast and orientation [9-10], for motion estimation, texture classification [11] velocity detection [12-13], line orientation [14-15], and feature extraction for character recognition [16],[17],[18], among others. All of these sensors follow the approach of Fig. 1 (b) in which sensing and processing elements are integrated together into a smart pixel on the focal plane. In addition to incorporation of processing elements, the sampling structure of the retina also has been explored to improve functionality and performance. Space-variant sensors have been developed for tracking [19] and efficient image processing applications [20-21]. The spatial distribution can provide an additional dimension to improve the computational efficiency of the sensor [22].

IV. SENSOR FOR HIGHER LEVEL FEATURES

Most of the papers published so far deal with image pre-processing and detection of low-level features. The remainder of this paper will focus on a smart sensor that extracts higher-level features (corners and junctions) to aid in the robust recognition of characters and objects. The motivation for such a sensor is the fact that corners and junctions carry rich information about the structure of an object and can help with object understanding and pattern recognition [23]. They are also important from a practical point of view since these are robust with respect to changes in perspective and small distortions. In addition, they are zero-dimensional and do not cause an aperture problem. Therefore they can be used to link multiple images from different perspectives [24]. The objective of the sensor is to derive and locate the following features: corners, T-, X-, Y-type junctions, and linestops. We will focus on line drawings which have been obtained by first extracting the edges of images or characters.

The sensor architecture is loosely based on the strategy employed in biology, which is described earlier in the paper. However, rather than implementing the feature extraction through multiple, parallel receptive fields [17], the sensor obtains a similar result through the use of programmable templates which are executed in sequence. A series of templates are applied in parallel over the whole image plane to extract various features. Thus, a trade-off between speed and area is made in order to minimize the total number of processing elements needed. Since silicon-based hardware is much faster than the biological wetware and can be reconfigured, this trade-off is easily justified and results in high-throughput feature extraction.
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Fig. 4. Features of interest: corner, T-, X-, Y-type junction and linestops.

Fig. 5. Conceptual processing flow for the detection of the five features shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 shows the features of interest. It is clear that the five features are the result of interaction between line segments and linestops of different orientations. This leads to the conceptual processing flow given in Fig. 5. For a robust detection of the five features shown in the fat boxes on the right in Fig. 5, several intermediate processing steps (not shown in the figure) are required such as line completion, elimination of isolated points, line inhibition, line elongation, and thickening, in addition to the main steps of line thinning, orientation and linestop detection. These operations are performed independently for each of the four orientation planes (0,45, 90 and 135°). The operations can be carried out by template matching in a 3x3 window, in which the weights are specific for each type of operation,

\[ x_{y}(l+1) = f \left( \sum_{l=1}^{l} \sum_{n=1}^{n} x_{int, j, m}(n) r_{no} \right) \]  

(1)
in which \(x_j(n)\) is the binary status of the pixel at the position \((i, j)\) at a discrete instant \(n\), \(r_{ij}\) is the element of the template, \(f\) is the function to generate a binary output using the threshold \(T\) given in the form below:

\[
f(x; T) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{for } x \geq T \\
0 & \text{for } x < T.
\end{cases}
\]  

(2)

The template matching can be implemented as a convolution operation in which the kernel is the flipped version of the template in both horizontal and vertical directions. The convolution kernel, which represents the impulse response of a system, can be easily realized in hardware. A set of current outputs, each of which is proportional to the element specified in the convolution kernel, is generated from the pixel. By distributing these currents between neighboring pixels as shown in Fig. 6, the proposed algorithm can be mapped onto hardware. These distributed currents are summed at each pixel to produce the convolution result, which are then thresholded to generate a binary output voltage.

Fig. 6. Implementation of a convolution kernel showing the current distribution.

A simplified pixel architecture is shown in Fig. 7 that consists of a photodetector, implemented as parasitic PNP transistor with floating base (nwell). The photocurrent is thresholded and stored in local memory when a control signal photo is activated. There are six memory registers of which four are used to store information about the four orientation planes and two as working memories. The processing stage distributes the reference current to neighbors according to a specified convolution kernel (not shown in the figure) and also sums the contributions from neighboring pixels. The sum is compared with the threshold \(I_{th}\) in order to generate a binary output that is transferred into local memory. The actual signal processing is done in the analog domain while the control and storage is done in the digital domain. This allows optimal performance in terms of speed, accuracy and programmability. Extra care was taken in the design of the analog circuits to ensure that the error introduced by the current mirror circuits is small enough to prevent erroneous operation of the convolution while maintaining a fast enough response time [25]. The actual pixel contains additional switches to steer the currents according to the convolution kernel to the neighboring pixels. This makes the sensor programmable according to an external digital control. A 30-bit word is used to set the switches and determine the operation. As a result, the sensor is a simplified form of a cellular neural network universal machine (CNN-UM). The control words determine, the sequence of the various operations, including template matching and storing intermediate results.

Fig. 7. Simplified pixel circuit.

The resulting pixel layout is shown in Fig. 8. The circuits are fabricated in a three metal, single poly 0.5 μm CMOS process. The pixel size is 154x153 μm² and fill factor is 12.5%. The phototransistor can be seen at the top of the pixel and the processing and memory elements are located underneath the photodetector. The signal lines are laid out to the right and bottom of the pixel, using the first two metal layers. The top metal layer acts as a light shield. A 16x16 experimental chip was fabricated to test the concepts and feature detection algorithms. The resulting chip size is 3.2x3.2 mm².

Fig. 8. Layout of a pixel.
V. RESULTS

The sensor is tested by projecting various images on it. Measurements of the transistor mismatch shows that the value is well within the specified range resulting in a low error rate. Fig. 9 shows the response of the sensor to five letter images. The images shown in the bottom row are reconstructed by superimposing each feature at the detected position on the thinned image. All the important features are detected. Comparison of these results with the simulation result shows that the sensor response was identical to the one predicted by the simulation proving the validity of the approach. The sensor operates at a speed of 5 MHz, which corresponds to 54 μs per feature detection involving over 270 individual processing operations.
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Fig. 9. Sensor response to various letters projected on the imager. The top row shows the original characters and the bottom row show the thinned letters and the corresponding final features detected.

VI. DISCUSSION

Neuromorphic image sensors provide an alternative paradigm for a certain class of applications, which require real-time, low power, low cost and robust operation under wide variety of illumination conditions. Inherent to the sensor is the focal plane processing for edge detection, adaptation, motion and feature detection, among others. These operations involve pixel level processing which lends itself well for massively parallel focal plane implementation. Clearly, these sensors are not used for a faithful image rendering but for extraction of information as part of scene analysis or interpretation.

This paper describes a sensor that incorporates processing functions that is found in area V1 of the visual cortex. It detects higher-level features such as X-, Y- and T-type intersections as well as linestops. The sensor obtains this by a series of simple operations and combining the results of these operations to extract complex features, similarly as is done along the visual pathway. However, in contrast to the biological system the sensor detect these features using a sequence of programmable template matching operations. Intermediate results are stored in short-term memory to allow for further processing. Typical high-level feature detection requires around 270 individual operations and can be executed in about 54 μs. This relatively short time is possible thanks to the parallel, pixel level operations.

To illustrate the advantage of the focal plane, parallel processing, suppose that the same operations were performed on a processor running at 2 GHz, and that a weighted sum at each pixel is computed in one clock cycle. For our 16x16 sensor the calculation for a single template matching operation over the entire array would take 1.15 μs. This results in a total of 31 ms for the 270 individual steps. This may not be a completely fair comparison since more efficient algorithms for serial machines can be used than the ones implemented on the sensors. However, it is fair to say that pre-processing of image data is efficiently done on the focal plane. The speed advantage of the proposed sensor becomes even more apparent for larger pixel arrays, since the advantage scales as N³ in which N x N is the number of pixels of the array. The main drawback of the neuromorphic sensor is the reduced fill factor and lower resolution as a result of the added pixel complexity. This can be in part eliminated by using a more complex 3-D integration technology, as has been illustrated in [18]. However, for applications where high resolution is not the prime objective, neuromorphic sensors are a viable and cost effective solution.
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